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        Immersive AV are one 
of our trusted partners 
when pitching experiential 
solutions to clients in this 
new, altered era. The range 
of options available through 
the StudioX service made 
it the perfect choice for 
the Panasonic Toughbook 
Innovation Forum. By utilising 
their stream management 
services, we relieved the client 
from any technical concerns 
and delivered a flawless live 
streamed experience.

StudioX provided stream management 
services and remote studio facilities to 
Panasonic for the Toughbook Innovation 
Forum 2020.

Connecting over 500 industry experts, 
product users and partners, experiential 
agency Identity Group chose Immersive AV 
and the StudioX solution to take the 9th 
annual Toughbook Innovation Forum virtual.

533
Online delegates

26
Live sessions

Phillip Maggs
Creative Technologist, Identity Group



THE 
CHALLANGE
Identity Group contacted Immersive AV 
with a detailed brief for the Toughbook 
Innovation Forum.

A stable, reliable solution was required to 
stream multiple presenters in several virtual 
rooms for delegates to participate in.

As with a physical event, a main stage 
and breakout rooms were required to 
run simultaneously. The output needed 
to be a seamless, high-quality streaming 
experience, customised to Toughbook 
branding



THE 
SOLUTION
Our stream management centre in Telford 
facilitated the remote studio broadcast of the 
Toughbook Innovation Forum.

Using state of the art IT infrastructure, our 
broadcast engineers produced the stream using 
three vMix encoding computers. One functioning 
as a virtual green room, cueing presenters before 
their slot, one mixing the live stream and another 
switching between inputs. We used an NDI 
network to capture each live feed, with the audio 
mixed and processed on an audio console in the 
stream management centre.

PowerPoint presentations content were hosted 
in Telford, with each speaker controlling their 
content using an internet clicker, eliminating the 
need to say ‘next slide please’.

The six areas were output to the Hopin virtual 
event platform.



IMPACT & 
RESULTS
Making the transition from a regular physical 
event to a virtual solution is a big step, with 
multiple requirements to cater for.

533 participants from around the world 
joined the virtual iteration of the Toughbook 
Innovation Forum 2020, with excellent 
feedback from Panasonic, Identity Group 
and the delegates who attended.

Once the event had been successfully 
delivered, the overarching opinion was 
that in the face of such challenging 
circumstances, the virtual event, facilitated 
by StudioX exceeded the expectations of all 
concerned.

        As always it was great 
working with the team at 
Identity on another high 
profile project. With a mix of 
live demonstrations from sites 
across the UK, panel discussions 
between remote presenters 
and interactive Q&A, we were 
certainly pushing the boundaries 
with a relatively short lead 
team. The team did a great 
job of realising the ambitions 
of Panasonic and delivered 
another hugely successful online 
experience. 

Danny Pearce
Commercial Director



Connect with your 
audience like never before

The range of services available through Immersive AV and StudioX 
are virtually limitless. We have solutions to reconnect you with your 
audience, and the experience to ensure a glitch-free delivery.

Our nationwide network of studios in London, Leeds, Telford and 
Peterborough offer a convenient solution to help you and your clients 
reach your audience. Our studios services include LED streaming 
studios, green screen and xR facilities. StudioX is also ideal for 
capturing pre-recorded content in a broadcast quality studio.

In addition to our physical studios, our stream management services 
offer a fully remote solution. Our streaming engineers will look after 
all the technical aspects of your live streamed event. Our streams can 
be output to any streaming platform, or can be hosted on an event 
microsite from Immersive AV.

 ⊲ Stream management services: We look 
after all technical aspects of your event 
and deliver a broadcast-quality stream.

 ⊲ LED studios: Professional studio spaces 
using a HD LED wall as a background, 
which is 100% customizable.

 ⊲ xR: The highest quality streaming 
solution, which immerses the presenter 
in a virtual environment.

 ⊲ Green screen: An established special 
effects technique which enables us to 
replace the green background with an 
environment of your choice.



studioxlive.com

       Since the dawn of the Coronavirus pandemic we’ve relentlessly 
striven to ease our clients’ problems by providing tech solutions which 
respond to their specific needs. Panasonic utilised the versatility of 
StudioX to marvelous effect. It was wonderful to work with the teams at 
Panasonic and Identity, who both had a clear idea of what needed to be 
achieved, and trusted us to make it happen.

Please email enquiries@immersiveav.com or call 01952 953 500 and 
one of my team will delighted to discuss our range of services with you.

Sharon Reynolds
CEO


